
TTASTING NOTESASTING NOTES
Elegant and distinct ,with aromas of peach, strawberry  and subtle 

hints of rose petal. Bursts of fresh citrus colorfully drive the palate 

and are balanced with flavors of nectarine and stone fruit. A silky 

entrance coupled with fresh and uplifting acidity leaves you with  

our signature coastal expressiveness. 

VINTVINTAGE NOTESAGE NOTES
There is a great deal of beauty and expression to be found in the 

2019 vintage. The growing season began with a cool winter and 

heavy rainfall; we even had snow on our estate! We already had cover 

crop coming up at this time, so the snow really oxygenated soils and 

brought them to life. Spring was clear and bright , with early bud 

break and cool, sunny days. Summer followed with mild 

temperatures allowing moderate ripening and resulting in an 

eloquent and expressive vintage with superb fruit quality. 

SOURCINGSOURCING
Sourced from a small selection of family-owned coastal vineyards as 

well as our Sea View Ridge estate. All grapes are farmed specifically 

for Flowers Rosé, allowing us to pick at optimal ripeness for a fresh, 

vibrant wine.

FERMENTFERMENTAATIONTION
100% native yeast

AGINGAGING
90% stainless steel, 10% neutral oak barrels

TECHNICAL INFORMATECHNICAL INFORMATIONTION
Varietal: 100% Pinot Noir 

Alcohol: 13%

2019 
SONOM �A !COAST !ROSÉ

Every Flowers wine is made to express the land where it was farmed. Our coastal proximity  

and high-elevation vineyards give our wine its distinct minerality and fresh acidity. Farmed 

sustainably, fermented with 100% native yeast and cra ed with minimal intervention in the cellar,  

Flowers Rosé is a pure expression of the rugged and extreme Sonoma Coast.
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Elegant and distinct, with aromas of fresh berries, watermelon and
starfruit. Bursts of fresh citrus colorfully drive the palate and are balanced
with flavors of nectarine and stone fruit. A silky entrance coupled with
fresh and uplifting acidity leaves you with our signature coastal
expressiveness.

Sourced from a selection of family-owned vineyards on the Sonoma Coast
as well as our Sea View Ridge estate. Each vineyard is carefully chosen for
its farming practices, coastal influence and fruit standards.
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100% native yeast
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100% Stainless Steel for 10 months
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Varietal: 100% Pinot Noir
Alcohol: 13%


